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About This Game

Start your craziest family holiday with a turbulent and crazy family journey in Sunny Hillride - even your pet parrot is on board!
Race and jump across hilly, colorful landscapes of forests, deserts, snowy mountains and beautiful meadows. Make sure that
you don't run out of gas and don't lose your luggage performing daredevil stunts – the roof of your RV is piled precariously

high. Suitcases, bags, the birdcage and your fellow travelers must arrive safely at the holiday resort - else you won't get the full
score.

Tons of rewards await you as you cross hills and valleys. Try not to miss any of the coins and souvenirs lying around. Sunny
Hillride is a fun journey with the whole family, filled with adventure, fun and speed!

FEATURES:

Manifold colorful landscapes: juicy green meadows, snowy hills, sunny forests and scorching deserts

Different game modes

Groovy jazzy soundtrack

Tons of secret souvenirs
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Crazy high jumps let you perform breakneck stunts
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1 button game but meh, definetly not bad.. I get that it must be an alpha or beta, but its still not worth 2 dollars because its
lacking features that would be good like a shop or something to use the coins.. no way in hell its worth the price very basic
repetitive and unimaginative almost no controls its just limited and pointless i felot there was no clear win or lose and the
graphics style wasnt very good. TL;DR
It's okay - there's not much to do after the 20 minutes it takes to complete the campaign, and the game is mechanically less
satisfying than Extreme Road Trip.

I was hoping this would play somewhat like Extreme Road Trip, but it lacks the variety of playing as different cars, and the
endless mode is completely pointless. The reasons being that it's impossible to die, it's still segmented into levels, your score is
reset after each level, the leaderboard doesn't function, and coins aren't used for anything. I'm still wondering why the tutorial
says to "collect coins to increase your budget."

The only goals in the game are to complete the 12 levels of the campaign, and to collect a souvenir from each. There's no
rewards for this, only score bonuses. You can also go for the (in-game only) achievements to extend your playtime for maybe
about an hour and a half, but then there's nothing left. This is a bit of a lazy port. It's not bad, but I can't recommend it either..
Great Game !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Short game, but funny. I'd like the devs to had some achievements and trading cards.... Took me about 20 minutes to figure out
how not to crash your car into every hill there is. Too bad this game is only 20 minutes long.

Short but funny, well soundeffects and good if you wait for your friend who just wnats to finish his "speed" run.. This game has
been out for over 1 year and hasnt recieved 1 update the game needs a lot of work. 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=YomcHL40TIA&feature=youtu.be

This game is hilarious and a lot of fun! I definitely recommend it especially playing with some buds.. 
http:\/\/www.andreasilliger.com\/

Tiny Wings with cars - and less delightful

I like tiny wings and therefore its hard to 'dislike' this game, but the rampant plagiarism irks me

Get it when in it's in a bundle or on sale. Played trough the bad unity mobile port in ~30 min and the screaming was annoying as
hell. I bought it for 0,89\u20ac and it's not worth it. -10\/10

They where to lazy to convert the ingame achievements to work with steam.
Quick cash grab for the Devs.. 10\/10 would drive again. Meh... It's simple. Something I'd let my nephew or niece play when
they're over. Only recommended if you got kids.. Shouldn't complain to much about this little gem. Its just a little casual game
to pass the time, and the price is perfect. Needs a few twecks here and there but nothing major. Gotta get that controller support
in the game(Which would be way bettter than the mouse) and add some more levels (DLC). Kinda has that retro 50's theme
going.I like that. The music is cute and i love the sound effects. Especially the kids screaming while going up and down the hills
and pulling off stunts. Haha Its a yes for me!! :)
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